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Our Vision

As the market leader, our goal is to serve the industry holistically with 
high-quality LED industrial luminaires. In doing so, our focus is on the 
niche area of high requirements.

Our Mission

We always have one ear to the customer and the other to the LED mar-
ket. This enables us to respond to the individual needs of customers 
and at the same time not miss any developments in the market. This is 
how we manage to design unique solutions for the industry, making us 
an indispensable and sustainable partner.

IT BEGAN
  WITH A VISION...
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Your expert for Industrial Lighting

We at tempLED develop and produce high quality LED lights for demanding applications in 
the industry. Our specialty is high requirements that the normal LED luminaire manufacturer 
shies away from. These include large mounting heights, very high levels of contamination, 
and high and ultra-high temperature ranges up to +110 degrees Celsius.
 
 
Premium lighting technology that can withstand any situation.

IP 67

high to very high
temperatures

UV radiation
aggressive industrial 
atmosphere 

up to IP 67
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THE PREMIUM SUPPLIER
  IN THE INDUSTRY
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Relocation to 
Kiefersfelden (D).

Foundation of tempLED 
GmbH at the Rosenheim 
site in Germany.

2016 - 2019

Establishment of a production & 
commissioning of a warehouse 
in Kiefersfelden (D).

THE PATH IS 
       THE TRUE 
  DESTINATION
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2019 - 2022

Expansion through the founda-
tion of the tempLED Vertriebs 
GmbH in Austria & tempLED 
Swiss GmbH in Switzerland

Expansion through the commissioning
of a conversion facility in Itter (A) and
the sales locations in Vienna (A) and
Hamburg (D).

tempLED GmbH has been supported by the federal 
government for its innovative projects since 2020.

Expansion through the
opening of a sales
location in Duisburg (D).
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SERVICE.

INNOVATION.

CUSTOMER PROXIMITY.

Your tempLED-
Product promises

We are 
manufacturer.

We deliver stock 
articles in 72h.

Recycling rate of lu-
minaires over 90%.



the tempLED manager

This is what we stand for
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Project Planning
We plan your lighting project in all project phases, 
starting with an overall analysis on site. 

Personal Contact
We are at your side with a personal 
advisor from the very beginning, but also after the com-
pletion of a project. A partnership based on trust and 
respect is particularly important to us.

Customized Product Development
We do not produce off-the-shelf luminaires. We are 
constantly developing ourselves and our products - 
also thanks to the many individual wishes of our cus-
tomers.

Smart Lighting
In addition to our lights, we also offer radio controls, 
such as Casambi, Nedap and Zigbee, as well as motion 
sensors for automatic control of the lights. 

OUR SERVICES 
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Mediation of Contractors
We guarantee the performance and service and you 
have time to finance the project.

Lighting Design
Based on the analysis at your site, we plan, calcu-
late and visualize your light - both individual rooms 
and complex lighting situations.

TSCTSC
Industrie-Industrie-
MontageMontage

Professional assembly
Leave structural and electrical details to our reliable in-
stallation partner - the tempLED Service Center - with 
whom we cooperate closely.

Emergency Lighting
We arm you against unexpected failures of your lu-
minaires: be informed immediately from the com-
fort of your office when a luminaire fails.

  EVERYTHING 
FROM ONE SOURCE

Did you know? LEDs are subsidized by the federal government.
Learn more about the current subsidy rates here.
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We research, develop and produce ourselves!

PREMIUM MANUFACTURER
TEMPLED AS

The process of bringing an LED luminaire to market often begins in 
the market itself. Our teams of experts have been working in the LED 
industry for many years and are always informed about new technolo-
gies and trends. This means we never miss out on any developments in 
the market. In addition, our project managers value the many exciting 
discussions with you, our customers, and are thus able to take up your 
personal ideas and pass them on to our developers. Only through ex-
change new ideas emerge, and it is from this cycle that we continue to 
develop ourselves and our products.

Research

Development
For the production of premium lighting technology, a large team con-
sisting of experts with a wide variety of backgrounds is committed 
to the development of our products. Employees with years of expe-
rience in the LED industry fiddle over new ideas and design the high-
quality LEDs you‘ve come to expect from us. Whether they are tech-
nicians, designers or electrical engineers, they all pursue the goal of 
creating the best possible lighting situation for the customer.

Thanks to the high demand on the market, we have been able to re-
cord strong growth over the last few years and thus not only expand 
in terms of personnel, but also move into new locations: In addi-
tion to the workshop for smaller conversions, this has also included 
our own large-scale ready-to-wear location in Austria since 2021. 
Here, various product families will be made up on more than 1,000 
square meters. In addition, a production site in Germany is planned 
for the coming years.

Confection / Production
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tempLED RayBeam Hi V2 HT tempLED RayBeam Pro HT



The delicatessen in the industry
Our specialty: High requirements.

Extreme working conditions require extraordinary luminaires. 
Just contact us - we will find individual lighting solutions for your 
needs. We serve a wide variety of industries and do not shy away 
from any challenges. Only in this way do we continue to develop.

High temperature - high mounting heights - heavy pollution.
These are all areas in which we are experts.

info@tempLED.de | +49 8033 3025-710

Our Customer
Vetropack

Applications

High Temperatures

Hall Lighting

Lighting for Sports Facilities

Outdoor Lighting

Multi-purpose & tri-proof lighting

Clean Room Lighting

Line Lighting
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Crane Lighting

Plant Lighting



„In 1816 we produced cast steel for the first time at Thys-
senKrupp. Even today - more than 200 years later - mo-
dern production still presents us with challenges. Tempe-
ratures of up to 70°C have to be withstood not only by us, 
but also by the production environment. Thanks to tem-
pLED‘s sustainable luminaires, we not only save money, 
the lighting efficiency has also improved many times.“
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What our customers say

Customer since 2018
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What our customers say

Customer since 2017
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„Over the years, we have entrusted tempLED with several 
projects. Very recently, we are having RayLite Pro equip-
ped with the Casambi radio control system. We enjoy the 
all-around service that tempLED provides. The additional 
options, such as the Casambi radio control, also make 
our planning much easier.“
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Our Customer:

Our Customer:

Our Customer:
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Our Customer:

Our Customer:

Our Customer:

Other 
satisfied

 customers



LED IS SUSTAINABLE.
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LED IS THE FUTURE.

tempLED luminaires are modular in design. All essential compo-
nents are replaceable. This makes the luminaires a long-lasting 
investment. Individual components of different materials can be 
separated, which makes it easy to dispose of raw materials ac-
cording to their type. 
Finally, it‘s no secret that using LEDs saves 60-90% energy. 
                                                   
       When do you start?



OUR SALES TEAM

YOUR CONTACT PERSONS
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BASIC 
Partner 

2021

SILVER  
Partner 

2021

We are developer and 
manufacturer

From inventory  
to assembly

Joint customer visits

WORKING WITH US

We are looking forward to our partnership!
partner@templed.de | +49 8033-3025-710
or fill in our online form.

More information
can be found in our YouTube video.
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GOLD   
Partner 

2021

PLATINUM   
Partner 

2021

PARTNER PROGRAM
OUR

Competent internal  
sales force

Customized
Project solutions

Sales-effective
Marketing materials

YOUR ADVANTAGES



tempLED Headquarter
Marmorwerkstr. 52, 83088 Kiefersfelden
Contact Person:
Adnan Resic
a.resic@templed.de
Tel: +49 8033 3025-710

tempLED Sales Office Northern GER
Alter Wall 32, 20457 Hamburg
Contact Person:
Alexander Fuchs
a.fuchs@templed.de
Tel: +49 174 8666 647

tempLED Sales Office Western GER
Im Freihafen 6a, 47138 Duisburg
Contact Person:
Andreas Mettner
a.mettner@templed.de
Tel: +49 178 8442 595 

tempLED Production - Warehouse&Logistics
Thierseestr. 198, 83088 Kiefersfelden
Contact Person:
Thomas Mayerl
t.mayerl@templed.de
Tel: +49 8033 3025-710 

tempLED GmbH | Marmorwerkstr. 52 | 83088 Kiefersfelden | Germany
+49 8033 3025 710 | info@tempLED.de | www.tempLED.de

tempLED Confectionery site
Brixentalerstr. 1, 6305 Itter
Contact Person:
Anton Huber
a.huber@templed.de
Tel: +49 8033 3025-710 

tempLED Vertriebs GmbH - 
Sales Office Eastern AUT
Ungargasse 9, 1030 Wien
Contact Person:
Stefan Wegscheider
s.wegscheider@templed.de
Tel: +43 6766 000 616

Sales Office Western AUT
Brixentalerstr. 1, 6305 Itter
Contact Person:
Stefan Wegscheider
s.wegscheider@templed.de
Tel: +43 6766 000 616

tempLED Swiss GmbH - Sales Office CH
Staatsstraße 44, 9463 Oberriet SG
Contact Person:
Walter Hackl
w.hackl@templed-swiss.ch
Tel: +41 76 224 24 50

Follow us on Social Media


